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1. Introduction  
A robust instance-based reinforcement learning (RL) approach for controlling autonomous 
multi-robot systems (MRS) is introduced in this chapter. Although RL has been proven to be 
an effective approach for behavior acquisition for an autonomous robot, it generates 
considerably sensitive results for the segmentation of the state and action spaces. This 
problem can yield severe results with increase in the complexity of the system. When 
segmentation is inappropriate, RL often fails. Even if RL obtains successful results, the 
achieved behavior might not be sufficiently robust. In conventional RL, human designers 
segment the state and action spaces by using implicit knowledge based on their personal 
experience, because there are no guidelines for segmenting the state and action spaces.  
Two main approaches for solving the abovementioned problem and for learning in a 
continuous space have been discussed.  One of the methods applies function-approximation 
techniques such as artificial neural networks to the Q-function. Sutton (Sutton, 1996) used 
CMAC and Morimoto and Doya (Morimoto & Doya, 2000) used Gaussian softmax basis 
functions for function approximation. Lin represented the Q-function by using multi-layer 
neural networks called Q-net (Lin, 1993). However, these techniques have the inherent 
difficulty that a human designer must properly design their neural networks before executing 
RL. The other method involves the adaptive segmentation of the continuous state space 
according to the robots' experiences. Asada et al. proposed a state clustering method based on 
the Mahalanobis distance (Asada et al., 1996). Takahashi et al. used the nearest-neighbor 
method (Takahashi et al., 1996). However, these methods generally require large learning costs 
for tasks such as the continuous update of data classifications every time new data arrives.  
Our research group has proposed an instance-based RL method called the continuous space 
classifier generator (CSCG), which proves to be effective for behavior acquisition (Svinin et 
al., 2000). We have also developed a second instance-based RL method called Bayesian-
discrimination-function-based reinforcement learning (BRL) (Yasuda et al., 2005). Our 
preliminary experiments proved that BRL, by means of adaptive segmentation of state and 
action spaces, exhibits better performance as compared to CSCG.  
As we mentioned in the previous chapter, BRL has an extended form that accelerates the 
learning speed (Yasuda & Ohkura, 2010). Our focal point for the extension is the process of 
action searching. In a standard BRL, a robot performs a random action and stores an input-
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output pair as a new rule when it encounters a new situation. This random action 
sometimes produces one novel situation after another, which results in unstable behavior. In 
order to overcome this problem, we added a function that performs an action on the basis of 
acquired experiences. Our previous study demonstrated that MRSs that employ the 
extended BRL learn behaviors faster as compared to those that employ the standard BRL.  In 
this chapter, we conduct further experiments in which a robot in an MRS is initialized after 
successful learning, and thus we investigate the robustness and relearning ability of the 
extended BRL. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, the target problem 
in this chapter and our concept of cooperative MRSs are introduced. Our design concept and 
the controller details are explained in Section 3. The results of our experiments are provided 
in Section 4. The conclusions are provided in Section 5.    
2. Cooperative multi-robot systems 
2.1 Cooperative transportation task 
One of the challenging tasks in multi-robotics is object transportation. In this task, several 
robots move cooperatively to transport an object to a goal area in a static or dynamic 
environment. The object is sufficiently heavy and/or large so that no single robot can handle 
it. 
Kosuge et al. adopted the feed back control method using the force sensors to achieve 
effective leading and following (Kosuge et al., 1997). Huntsberger et al. proposed a layered 
control architecture called CAMPOUT (Control Architecture for Multi-robot Planetary 
Outposts) that was tailored for extraterrestrial multi-robot systems (Huntsberger et al., 
2004). CAMPOUT employs a leader-follower distributed control. Robots transport an object 
by lifting it in these approaches.  
An alternative method of transporting object is pushing. Sen et al. used reinforcement 
learning techniques on a block pushing problem to show agents could learn coordinated 
behavior without any knowledge about each other (Sen et al., 1994). Kube and Zhang 
described a box-pushing task as a sequence of sub-tasks with separate controller designed 
for each step using finite state automata theory (Kube & Zhang, 1996). Here, 10 physical 
homogeneous robots achieved box-pushing without explicit communication. Parker 
proposed a behavior-based multi-robot architecture termed ALLIANCE that uses concepts 
of impatience/acquiescence to motivate behavior (Parker, 1998). ALLIANCE was validated 
in a pushing task by heterogeneous robots. Mataric et al. demonstrated box-pushing by two 
six-legged robots equipped with hand-coded sensing and behavior (Mataric et al., 1995). 
They demonstrated communication can produce performance improvements. They also 
developed that an auction-based task allocation system by using a publish/subscribe 
communication protocol (Gerkey et al., 2002). The system was validated in physical 
manipulation tasks by a watcher robot and two pusher robots. Wang and de Silva 
developed a controller comprised of reinforcement learning and genetic algorithms for 
object transportation by two robots (Wang & de Silva, 2008). A probabilistic arbitrator was 
used to select the winning output between reinforcement learning and genetic algorithms. 
2.2 Autonomous specialization 
MRSs aim to achieve effective cooperation by exploiting roles, behavior rules, or 
communication functions that are useful for the desired cooperation. However, it is 
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practically impossible to give the hand-crafted factors for all possible situations that a robot 
will encounter. This means that the performance of conventional human scripted 
manipulation is restricted in a given condition.  
One approach to this problem is giving an ability to acquire cooperative behavior through 
experience to each robot by autonomous role development and assignment. This provides 
an MRS with the potential for system-level robustness, i.e., generalization capability. We call 
this particular ability autonomous specialization in this chapter. Recently, based on 
evolutionary robotics (Harvey et al., 1997; Nolfi & Floreano, 2000), Quinn et al. (Quinn et al., 
2002) and Baldassarre et al. (Baldassarre et al., 2003) applied artificial evolution to realize 
this ideal function. There has been also significant progress in the field of swarm robotics 
(Sahin & Spears, 2005). Here, a swarm is as a kind of MRSs where many simple physical 
autonomous robots perform a task without any global central controller. The collective 
behavior emerges due to interactions between simple autonomous robots and an 
environment. The concept of swarm robotics however does not include the behavior-
learning mechanisms.  To the best of our knowledge, generally effective behavior-learning 
mechanisms for swarm robotics have not been proposed yet. 
From the view point of autonomous specialization, a homogeneous MRS for a task that 
require appropriate cooperation is explained in this chapter. Reinforcement learning with 
some extensions is adopted as a behavior-learning mechanism.  
3. Approach 
3.1 BRL: RL in continuous learning space 
Our approach, called BRL, updates the classification only when such an update is required. 
A set of production rules is defined using Bayesian discrimination method, which is a well-
known method of pattern classification (Dura & Hart, 1972). This method can assign an 
input, X, to the cluster, Ci, which has the largest posterior probability, max Pr(Ci|x). Here,  
Pr(Ci|x) indicates the probability calculated by Bayes' formula that a cluster, Ci, holds the 
observed input x. Therefore, using this technique, a robot can select the most similar rule to 
the current sensory input. The learning procedure is overviewed as follows: 
1. A robot perceives the current input data x. 
2. A robot selects the most similar rule from a rule set by using the Bayesian 
discrimination method. If a robot selects a rule, it executes the corresponding action a. 
Otherwise, a robot executes an action randomly. 
3. A robot is transferred to the next state and receives a reward r. 
4. The utilities of all rules are updated according to r. The rules for which the utilities are 
below a certain threshold are removed. 
5. The robot produces a new rule as the combination of the current input data and the 
executed action if a robot executed an action randomly. This executed rule is stored in 
the rule set. 
6. Parameters of all the rules are updated by the interval estimation technique if a robot 
receives no penalty. Otherwise, a robot only updates the parameters of the selected rule. 
7. Go to (1). 
Action Selection and Rule Production 
In BRL, a rule in the rule set is selected to minimize gi, i.e. the risk of misclassification of the 
current input. We obtain g on the basis of the the posterior probability Pr(Ci|x). Pr(Ci|x) is 
calculated as an indicator of classification for each cluster by using Bayes’ Theorem: 
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A robot requires gi instead of calculating Pr (Ci|x), because no one can correctly estimate 
Pr(x) in Eq.(1) (the higher the value of Pr(Ci|x), the lower is the value of gi). A robot must 
select a rule on the basis of only the numerator. The value of  gi is calculated as 
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After calculating gi for all the rules, the winner rule, rlw, is selected as that which has the 
minimal value of gi. As mentioned in the learning procedure, the action in the rlw is 
performed if gi is lower than a threshold gth as shown in Fig. 1. Otherwise, a random action 
is performed. 
3.2 Extended BRL with an adaptive action generator 
Basic Concept 
We have some RL approaches that provide learning in continuous action spaces. An actor-
critic algorithm built with function approximators has a continuous learning space and  
 
 
Fig. 1. State Space of the Standard BRL 
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modifies actions adaptively (Doya, 2000; Peters & Schaal, 2008). This algorithm modifies 
policies based on TD-error at every time step. Theoretically, the REINFORCE algorithm 
requires immediate rewards (Williams, 1992). These approaches are not useful for tasks such 
as transport tasks if a robot gets a reward only when the goal is achieved. However, BRL 
proves to be robust against a delayed reward. 
In the standard BRL, a robot performs a random search in its action space; such random 
actions often resulted in instability in the global behavior of MRS in our preliminary 
experiments (Fig. 2). Therefore, reducing the chance of random actions may accelerate 
behavior acquisition and provide a more robust behavior. Instead of performing a random 
action, BRL requires a function that determines actions on the basis of acquired knowledge 
(Fig. 3). 
Adaptation Based on Acquired Knowledge 
To improve the search efficiency in a action space, in this paper, we introduce an extended 
BRL by modifying the learning procedure, Step (2) in the previous sub-section. In this 
extension, instead of a random action, the robot performs a knowledge-based action when it 
encounters a new environment. To do this, we set a new threshold, P'th (< Pth) as shown in 
Fig. 4, and provide three cases for rule selection in Step (2) as follows:  
• gw  < gth: The robot selects the rule with gw and executes its corresponding action aw. 
• gth ≤ gw < g'th: The robot executes an action with parameters determined based on rlw 
and other rules with misclassification risks within this range as follows: 
 
 
Fig. 2. BRL Robot that Executes a Random Action When it Encounters an Unknown 
Situation 
 
 
Fig. 3. Basic Idea of the Extended BRL; Generating an Action on the basis of Acquired 
Behavior 
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Fig. 4. State Space of the Extended BRL 
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where nr is the number of referred rules, and N(0, σ) is a zero-centred Gaussian noise 
with variance σ. This action is regarded as an interpolation of previously-acquired 
knowledge. 
• g'th ≤ gw: The robot generates a random action. 
In this rule selection, the first and third cases are the same as the standard BRL. 
4. Experiments 
4.1 Problem settings 
Our target problem is a simple MRS composed of three autonomous robots, as shown in Fig. 
5. This problem is called the cooperative carrying problem (CCP), and involves requiring the 
MRS to carry a triangular board from the start to the goal. A robot is connected to the 
different corners of the load so that it can rotate freely.  A potentiometer measures the angle 
between the load and the robot's direction θ. A robot can perceive the potentiometer 
measurements of the other robots, as well as its own. All three robots have the same 
specifications. Each robot has two distance sensors d and three light sensors l. The greater d 
/ l becomes, the nearer the distance to an obstacle or a light source. Each robot has two 
motors for rotating two omnidirectional wheels (Fig. 6). A wheel provides powered drive in 
the direction it is pointing and passive coasting in an orthogonal direction at the same time. 
The difficulties in this task can be summarized as follows:  
• The robots have to cooperate with each other to move around. 
• They begin with no predefined behavior rule sets or roles. 
• They have no explicit communication functions. 
• They cannot perceive the other robots through the distance sensors because the sensors 
do not have sufficient range. 
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Fig. 5. Cooperative Carrying Task 
 
Fig. 6. Ominidirectional Wheel 
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• Each robot can perceive the goal (the location of the light source) only when the light is 
within the range of its light sensors. 
Passive coasting of the omnidirectional wheels brings a dynamic and uncertain state 
transition. 
4.2 Experimental settings 
Fig. 7 shows the general views of the experimental environments for simulation and physical 
experiments. In the simulation runs, the field is a square surrounded by a wall. The physical 
robots are situated in a 3.6-meter-long and 2.4-meter-wide pathway. The task for the MRS is to 
move from the start to the goal (light source). All robots get a positive reward when one of 
them reaches the goal (l0 > thrgoal ∨ l1 > thrgoal  ∨ l2 >thrgoal). A robot gets a negative reward when 
it collides with a wall (d0 > thrd  ∨ d1 > thrd). We represent a  unit of time as a step. A step is a 
sequence that allows the three robots to get their own input information, make decisions by 
themselves, and execute their actions independently. When the MRS reaches the goal, or when 
it cannot reach the goal within 200 steps in simulations and 100 steps in physical experiments, 
it is put back to the start. This time span is called an episode. 
The robot controller comprises a prediction mechanism and abehavior learning algorithm.  
The settings for these two mechanisms are as follows. 
Prediction Mechanism (NN)  
The prediction mechanism attached is a three-layered feed-forward neural network that 
performs back propagation. The input of i-th robot is a short history of sensory information, 
Ii = {cosθit-2, sinθit-2, cosψit-2, sinψit-2, cosθit-1, sinθit-1, cosψit-1, sinψit-1, cosθit, sinθit, cosψit, sinψit}, 
where ψit = (θjt +θkt)/2 (i ≠ j ≠ k). The output is a prediction of the posture of the other robots 
at the next time step Oi = { cosψit+1, sinψit+1 }. The hidden layer has eight nodes.  
Behavior Learning Mechanism (BRL) 
The input is xi = { cosθit, sinθit, cosψit+1, sinψit+1, di0, di1, li0, li1, li2 }. The output is ai = { mirud, mith 
}, where mirud and mith are the motor commands for the rudder and the throttle respectively. 
σ in Eq.(9) is 0.05. For the standard BRL, Pth = {0.012, 0.01}. For the extended BRL, Pth = 0.012 
and  P'th= 0.01. The other parameter values are the same as the recommended values in our 
previous chapter. 
 
   
Fig. 7. Experimental Environment; (left) simulation, (right) physical experiment 
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We introduce a change in an environment by initializing one of the three robots. This may 
correspond to a situation in which a robot is replaced with a new one. Such changes occur 
when the MRS continuously reaches the goal for 100 consecutive episodes in the simulations 
and for 25 consecutive episodes in the physical experiments. 
4.3 Results: simulations 
We have investigated the improved performance of the extended BRL by means of three-
/four-/five-robot CCP simulations in which robots must learn cooperative behavior from 
scratch in our previous work. In these experiments, we observed that robots always achieve 
cooperative behavior by developing team play organized by a leader, a sub-leader, and a 
follower. This implies that acquiring cooperative behavior always involves autonomous 
specialization.  
The experiments in this section are conducted to observe the robustness of BRLs against a 
change in an environment. The MRS is disturbed in such a manner that one of the three 
robots is initialized immediately after a globally stable behavior is observed. Then, we count 
the number of episodes required for the MRS to relearn a new, stable behavior.  
Mean performance for all 30 independent runs are illustrated in Fig. 8. The extended BRL,  
needs about twice as small number of the episodes as the standard BRL. On the other hand, 
Figs. 9-11 show the averages and the deviations in the number of episodes for the three roles 
of the initialized robot. For each roles, 10 independent runs are conducted. The difficulty in 
relearning is apparently different for each case. The most difficult cases are those in which 
the initialized robot is the leader of the team (Fig.9). If a leader robot is initialized, the robots 
require a large number of episodes to relearn a new, stable behavior; however, such cases 
show the largest difference among those employing BRLs. The extended BRL generates 50% 
better results as compared to the standard BRL. Since the acquired cooperative behavior 
possesses slight instability and the robots must coordinate their behaviors,  particularly in a 
case in which a follower is initialized, the extended BRL provides a slightly worse result 
(Fig. 11). The improvement can be observed from the graphs for our proposed extensions.  
This implies that in terms of learning speed, the extended BRL outperforms the standard 
BRL. 
4.4 Results: physical experiments 
We conducted five independent experimental runs for each case employing the BRL. The 
standard BRL provided two successful results and theextended BRL provided four 
successful results from scratch (Yasuda & Ohkura, 2007). 
Figs. 12-14 illustrate the learning results after one of the robots is initialized by using the best 
results in our preliminary experiments (Yasuda & Ohkura, 2007) for the standard and 
extended BRL.  Before an environmental change, Robot1, Robot2, and Robot3 are the leader, 
sub-leader, and follower, respectively, in the experiments for both the BRLs. These figures 
illustrate the number of steps and punishments in each episode. Comparing these results 
shows that the extended BRL requires fewer episodes to newly develop a globally stable 
behavior. Similar to the simulation results, the case where a leader robot is initialized 
demonstrates the most significant difference. In this case, the standard BRL could not 
achieve a globally stable behavior and hence resulted in failure. In the other cases, the 
extended BRL required smaller number of episodes to relearn cooperative behavior. Further, 
the extended BRL is more stable than the standard BRL because the MRS with the standard 
BRL gets several punishments. 
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Fig. 8. Numbers of episodes required to relearn a behavior after an environmental change 
for all 30 independent runs. 
 
 
Fig. 9. Numbers of episodes required to relearn a behavior after an environmental change 
for 10 independent runs (a leader robot is initialized). 
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Fig. 10. Numbers of episodes required to relearn a behavior after an environmental change 
for 10 independent runs (a sub-leader robot is initialized). 
 
 
Fig. 11. Numbers of episodes required to relearn a behavior after an environmental change 
for 10 independent runs (a follower robot is initialized). 
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(a) Standard BRL 
 
(b) Extended BRL 
Fig. 12. Learning history after a leader is initialized 
Fig. 15 shows examples of the stable behaviors acquired by the extended BRL, before and 
after Robot1 is initialized. Although an environmental change occurred for Robot2 and 
Robot3, the robots achieved a globally stable behavior similar to the behavior before 
initialization. The robots trooped right, left and right, and then reached the goal. By 
observing the rule parameters, we found that Robot1 learned to be another type of a leader 
and the other robots utilized some rules stored before initialization and the newly generated 
rules based on our extension. 
Although parameters that are more refined might provide better performance, parameter 
tuning is outside the scope of this study because BRL is designed for acquiring a reasonable 
behavior as quickly as possible, rather than the optimal behavior. In other words, the focal 
point of our MRS controller is not optimality but versatility. In fact, we obtain similar 
experimental results through experiments with an arm-type MRS, similar to that in (Svinin 
et al., 2000), by using the same parameter settings. 
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(a) Standard BRL 
 
(b) Extended BRL 
Fig. 13. Learning history after a sub-leader is initialized 
5. Conclusion 
We investigated an RL approach for the behavior acquisition of an autonomous MRS. Our 
proposed RL technique, BRL, has a mechanism for the autonomous segmentation of the 
continuous learning space, and it proves to be effective for an MRS through autonomous 
specialization. For improving the robustness of an MRS, we proposed an extension of BRL 
by adding a function to generate interpolated actions based on previously acquired rules.  
The results of the simulations and physical experiments demonstrated that the MRS with 
the extended BRL relearns behaviors faster than that with the standard BRL, after an 
environmental change.  
In the future, we plan to analyze the learning process in detail. We also plan to increase the 
number of sensors and adopt other expensive sensors such as an omnidirectional camera 
that will allow a robot to incorporate a variety of information, and thereby acquire more 
sophisticated cooperative behavior in more complex environments. 
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(a) Standard BRL 
 
(b) Extended BRL 
Fig. 14. Learning history after a follower is initialized 
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